
From the box: 

Gallon Ziploc bag w/ rock salt already in it

Quart Ziploc bag empty

From home:

1 cup half and half

2 tbsp granulated sugar

½ tsp vanilla extract

3 cups of ice (or roughly half of the gallon bag)

Oven mitts (holding the bags of ice for several minutes can feel really cold!)

What you need:

RECIPE

An ice cream in a bag recipe can be found by scanning the QR code above with your phone’s camera. 

Fill the gallon bag (which has the salt) roughly halfway with ice.

Combine the half and half, sugar, and vanilla extract into the quart (smaller) Ziploc bag. Press out the

air and seal tightly.

Put the quart bag into the gallon bag of ice and salt. Seal the gallon bag.

Shake, shake, shake for 6 minutes!

Take the smaller bag out. The ice cream should feel, well, solid like ice cream! 

Rinse the outside and the zipper of the small bag with cold water to get rid of any extra salt.

Open, add any extras like sprinkles, and enjoy!

ROGUE - Not into ice cream? There are other foods that “change” also!
Make Jell-O and watch the liquid turn into a blobby solid!

Make popcorn on the stove and watch the kernels explode into popcorn!

Baking brownies or cookies changes batter into a yummy treat! In fact, if you make cookies or

brownies, you’ll be ready for tomorrow’s snack idea!

 

What you do:

How does knowing Jesus change us on the inside?

How can you change to be more like Jesus?

What you say:
 As you make or eat your snack together, talk about the following questions.

1.

2.

Day 4 Snack: Ice Cream in a
Bag!

Introduction: Today, you can be confident because you can change! For snack, you will see cream and sugar

change into ice cream before your very eyes!

Share your food online! Look for today’s snack thread on the Kidsrock Online Facebook page and post a pic of your creation in the

comments. Or email your picture to kids@highrock.org.

 


